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Did you know? 

The average cost of a 
hospital stay is about 
$4,000 per day. 11% of this 
($440/day) comes from  
out-of-pocket costs.1 

Kyle
During flu season, Kyle comes down with pneumonia and spends a few 
days in the hospital. But because he’s covered under his mom’s hospital 
indemnity insurance through her work, his hospital stay ends up costing 
less out of pocket.

How? Hospital indemnity insurance paid a fixed benefit for each day Kyle 
was hospitalized. 

Timeline of a flu
During Kyle’s stay in the hospital, his mom has two options for filing his 
hospital claim:

Kyle’s mom can assign her hospital 
indemnity benefits to the hospital, 
which files a claim with Symetra.

After we receive the claim from the 
hospital, we reimburse it up to the 
benefit amounts.

Kyle’s mom is responsible for any 
remaining balance.

Kyle’s mom can request claim 
and medical release forms from 
Symetra. She will return these 
completed forms, along with 
an itemized bill listing dates of 
service, provider information, 
procedure and diagnosis codes.

After we receive the completed 
claim forms, we pay the benefits 
directly to Kyle’s mom.

Assign her benefits File a claim herself

Option 1 Option 2

Fixed-payment policies (also known as hospital indemnity), insured by Symetra Life Insurance Company, 
777 108th Avenue NE, Suite 1200, Bellevue, WA 98004, are not available in all U.S. states or any U.S. 
territory. They provide benefits at a preselected, fixed dollar amount. They are not a replacement for 
major medical or other comprehensive coverage, and do not satisfy the minimum essential coverage 
requirements of the Affordable Care Act. Base certificate form number is SBC-1505 6/20.
1 “Hospital and Surgery Costs,” Debt.org. Retrieved June 2, 2020 from https://www.debt.org/medical/hospital-surgery-costs/. 

This example is for illustrative purposes only.
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